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Advanced planning

Cutting guides

✓  Custom-made 3D planning based on the   
     requirements and objectives of the surgeon.

✓  Accurate patient specific instruments to  
     guide the cuttings during the surgery

3D-Side is an expert in complex bone surgery planning. 
We develop and use advanced tools to accurately simulate a surgery and 
optimize its realization in the operating theatre, thanks to surgical guides 
and various reconstruction methods.



When bones are misaligned, a corrective osteotomy surgery can be required. The high technical 
requirements (corrections of different angles in different planes), the complex bone geometry, the 
limited visibility and the restricted workspace can result in a difficult surgery.

A patient specific cutting guide is a custom-made instrument that helps the surgeon cut a bone. 
Coupled with a preoperative planning, the guide(s) will transfer this planning into the operating 
room, resulting in an accurate and time-efficient osteotomy correction. A fixator guide can be 
provided as well to guarantee the correct final position and alignment of the resected bones.

Both opening and closing wedge osteotomies are possible with this technique, as well as synostosis.

3D-Side’s guides are more accurate to perform the osteotomy 
than navigation systems (matching of patient with his images) or 
freehand surgeries.

Using the patient specific guides will enable to reduce the 
resection time and will require a smaller surgical incision (less 
fluoroscopy needed).

Accurate

Time-efficient

Easy The patient specific guides are easy to use during the surgery and 
the ordering process is fast. 3D-Side works in close collaboration 
with surgeons in order to develop a planning based on their 
requirements and objectives.

WHAT IS A PATIENT SPECIFIC CUTTING GUIDE?

WHY USE A PATIENT SPECIFIC CUTTING GUIDE?



HOW DOES IT WORK?

Upload a CT-scan of the patient on: 
www.3dside.eu/en/form/upload 

Provide images1.

A 3D viewer running on your web browser 

allows a 3D visualization and full interaction 

with the proposed resection and guide design.

Validate the planning2.

Use the provided anatomical models to help you 
find the correct position of the guide.

Corrective Osteotomy

Fix the cutting guide on the bone, remove the 
small bridges and follow the cutting guide with 
your saw blade.

Remove the cutting guide (and the resected 
bone). Use the fixator to find the correct final 
position of the bone and fix the bone with your 
preferred fixation system.

Synostosis

Fix the cutting guide on the bone and follow the 
direction of the guide with your saw blade.

Use during surgery3.



CASE REPORT - CORRECTIVE OSTEOTOMY

Lateral resection prior to frontal reconstruction

Surgeon Prof. Docquier

Hospital Cliniques universitaires Saint-Luc

Challenge Restoring perfect alignment of the arm bones, by corrective 

osteotomy of specific angles, in different planes.

The corrective osteotomy of the 

humerus was planned with our 3D 

design software.

Resection planning

Surgical guide : guides 
the blade

Fixator : determines the 
final position

Design of surgical guide and fixator

By means of high-tech 3D-printing, the 

anatomical model of the patient, the 

surgical guide and the fixator were 

produced.

The surgical guide allowed to resect 

the exact piece of bone needed to 

restore perfect realignment of the arm. 

The fixator ensured the correct final 
position of the bone parts. 

Planning

Production

Surgery



CASE REPORT - SYNOSTOSIS

Lateral resection prior to frontal reconstruction

Surgeon Prof. Docquier

Hospital Cliniques universitaires Saint-Luc

Challenge Separating coalescent tarsal bones, restoring normal motion in the 

foot joints.

The synostosis osteotomy of the tarsal 

bones was planned with our 3D design 

software.

By means of high-tech 3D-printing, the 

anatomical model of the patient and the 

cutting guide were produced.

The anatomical model was used to 

help the  surgeon during surgery. The 

surgical guide allowed to accurately 
resect the coalescent bones and until 
the required depth.

Planning

Production

Surgery

Planned resection cutting guide



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

How long does it take to receive the custom-made guides?

What if the guide is not stable on the patient?

Do I have to validate the resection planning?

How can I secure the guide on the patient?

Which type of saw blade should be used with the guides?

Is there any transfer of particles from the guide into the patient during 
the cuttings?

Does the guide need a larger surgical approach?

Is there a specific scan protocol for medical images?

Four weeks is the usual lead time for 3D-Side’s products (time from image sending till surgery). 
However, for urgent cases, it may be reduced to two weeks, provided that the interactions with the 
surgeon are fluent, but this has to be discussed with 3D-Side.

The guide can be fixed using Kirschner wires (20/10e diameter). The drilling depth is indicated on the 
guide (with approximately 2mm accuracy).

You can use your usual saw blade to cut the bone, with the guides as support (no Gigli saw).

Residues may arise. Despite the fact that the material has been proved to be biocompatible, there is no 
information about long term implantation. However, the material has been used since 2005 in millions of 
knee arthroplasty procedures without any proven contra-indication.

Yes. After having received the medical images, 3D-Side creates the 3D-model of the patient, which 
one you will be able to visualize through an internet link, and suggests a resection planning based on 
your requirements. 3D-Side works in close collaboration with you and you take the final decision.

No. 3D-Side’s cutting guides are thin enough to ensure a minimal contact surface. The surface needed 
is no larger than the one used with navigation systems (matching of patient with his images).

A standard scan protocol (CT-scan with slice thickness: max. 1mm) is available for the CT-scan.

The guides come in contact with bone surface only, not with cartilage and soft tissue areas. You can 
use the anatomical model(s) to visualize how to expose the bone, which soft tissues to remove to 
ensure a perfect fit of the guide and where the guide will be placed.
Moreover, 3D-Side assesses the stability of the guide on the anatomical models, before releasing it.
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ABOUT 3D-SIDE

3D-Side is a Belgian company which develops,
manufactures and markets patient specific
products for bone surgery based on 3D technologies.
Its mission is to offer patient specific medical devices to 
allow planning of  complex surgeries with incomparable 
quality. In addition to these products, 3D-Side also 
provides medical companies with «Customize», a web 
platform for efficiently marketing custom-made devices.
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